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Activities This Week (1)

- Monday: Gave reports in several plenaries
- SG met in Vining Tue/Wed/Thur
  - Joint with Dot 11 on Wed AM
- SG web page now up in 802 WG & SG area on Grouper
  - Link to it shows up in proper place
  - Reflector is up and running
  - All info on web page
  - Search in Google for “IEEE 802 ES-ECSG” gets it
- Review and refine new version of PAR & upload to Mentor
  - We believe that this is final for circulation 30 days in advance of March meeting
Activities This Week (2)

- Rework/Refine 5 Criteria (as revised on slides posted on Mentor)
  - Still needs some final refinement before March
- Generate introductory presentation:
  What is the problem we are trying to solve?
  Why is it hard?
- Plan to do more in depth presentations at wireless interims in LaJolla, LA and 802.1 interim in Austin
- Plan to take action for PAR approval in March
- Will request 1st extension of Study Group to March '10
BIGGEST PROBLEM:

• LOW PARTICIPATION
Next meetings

- January Interim co-located with 802.16 et al at La Jolla (San Diego), CA, Jan 11 – 14, 2010 (Interim sponsor is IEEE 802)
- Propose also meeting with 802.11 at their Jan 17-22 interim (LA) and/or 802.1, Jan 18-22 in Austin.
KEY INFORMATION

• WEB PAGE
  http://grouper.ieee.org/groups/802/dots.shtml

• DOCUMENTS
  https://mentor.ieee.org/
  802-sg-emergencyservices/documents

• CHAIR
  Geoff Thompson <thompson@ieee.org>